
 

 

Brian Harvey (Author) Publications 
 
 
Books 

• Race into space - a history of the Soviet space programme (1988) 

• The new Russian space programme - from competition to collaboration (1996) 

• Two roads into space - the Japanese and Indian space programmes (1999) 

• Russian in space - the failed frontier? also published in Korean (2001) 

• Europe's space programme (2003) 

• The Chinese Space Programme - from conception to manned spaceflight (2004) 

• Rebirth of the Russian Space programme (2007) 

• Soviet lunar exploration, also published in Chinese (2007) 

• Soviet planetary exploration, also published in Chinese(2007) 

• Emerging space powers (with Theo Pirard and Henk Smid) (2010) 

• Russian space probes (with Olga Zakutnyaya) (2011) 

• China in Space - the great leap forward, (2013) 

• Discovering the cosmos with small spacecraft - the US Explorer programme (2018) 

• China’s space station - reaching for the moon and Mars (Due mid 2019) 
 

 

 

Book chapters  

• Opening chapter, Hiding in plain view in Cold war space sleuths - the untold secrets of the Soviet 
space program by Dominic Phelan (ed)  (2013) 

• Yuri Galperin, Cosmos 5 and Starfish in Lev Zelenyi & Tatiana Mulyarchik (eds): Yuri Galperin.  
Moscow, Institute for Space Research/Russian Academy of Sciences, published in Russian as Юрий 

Галперин, Космос 5 и Starfish:  Юрий Ильич Галперин - 80лет со  (2012) 
 

 

Interviews  

• China's Space Program - Guardian Book Review 

• Audio interview with Brian Harvey on the Chinese Space program on Astrotalkuk.org June 2012 

• An interview of Neil Armstrong by Brian Harvey This audio interview took place when Neil 
Armstrong was in Dublin, Ireland to receive an honorary degree from Dublin University (Trinity 
College) to mark the American bicentennial, 4 July 1976. 

• Audio interview on Voice Of America Chinese moon program  



 

 

• Audio interview on Canadian Broadcasting Corporation on the Chang e 4 lunar landing  

• Audio interview ABC  Radio Australia Future Tense on What is China up to in space?  

• To the moon and beyond - why China is aiming for the stars by Eva Botkin-Kowacki in Christian 
Science Monitor  

• Could China’s plans for space exploration see it challenge NASA? by Jamie Carter in Tech Radar  

• China is about to launch a daring mission to the moon - so why do you know nothing about it? by 
Jamie Carter in Forbes  

• The epic tale of China’s out of this world plan for space domination, by Nicole Jobie in Wired 

• China’s moon mission to go boldly a step further, by Stu Clark, The Guardian  

• It’s going to happen - is the world ready for war in space by Stu Clark, The Guardian  

• See you on the far side - China’s ready to make the first-ever landing on the moon’s far side, by Echo 
Huang, Quartz 


